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WELCOME LETTER AND
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Welcome to a new style of planning and decision making at the Corporation of
the City of Cambridge. We are a Corporation that embraces the four pillars of
sustainability: cultural, economic, environmental and social. Our first Corporate
Sustainability Plan (CSP) represents an opportunity to integrate the four pillars of
sustainability into our day-to-day work and our long term planning.
This Plan builds on a wide range of initiatives, plans and programs that the City
offers our residents.
From valued recreation programming to ongoing
maintenance of our storm water management system, the City manages a host of
programs. As other cities in Ontario, we recognize that these plans and programs
require dedicated, ongoing operational and maintenance funding. As such, we
have developed a Plan for our Corporation that sustainably addresses our existing
commitments through our Master Plans and Strategic Plans. A three year action
plan is included in this document as well as a number of tools that our staff will use
to embed sustainability into our decision-making, budgeting and planning cycles.
Thank you to our interested residents, Advisory Committee members and City
staff who provided valuable input to strengthen this Plan. I encourage you to share
additional ideas as we move forward together in an era of prudent, thoughtful
planning and decision-making,
We look forward to using this Plan as a guide, helping us to build on our
community’s legacy of sustainability initiatives to create a strong, vibrant, and
sustainable city for future generations.
Signed,
Jim King, Chief Administrative Officer (CAO)
City of Cambridge
September 2011
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•

In January 2011, the City of Cambridge initiated a planning process to develop its
The document is an overarching
first Corporate Sustainability Plan (CSP).
document that will guide the Corporation’s actions and provide a process to
implement ongoing Master Plans/Strategic Plans and to consider new sustainability
initiatives in the longer term.

•

The City is successfully achieving numerous efforts which are contributing to a
more sustainably-oriented organization and to a more sustainable community. These
are summarized in Appendix A.

•

An important focus for the CSP is to develop a framework for sustainable
implementation of priorities associated with eight existing (and one proposed)
Master Plans/Strategic Plans and recognize existing sustainability initiatives that
Departments are currently implementing, before starting with new sustainability
initiatives. The City recognizes that adequately funding existing and ongoing
operating and maintenance costs is a key element of building a sustainable city.

•

The overall intent of the CSP is to realize a balance between the four pillars of
sustainability, recognizing the City’s fiscal capacity and staff resources to undertake
new and planned projects. The four pillars (or themes) are cultural, economic,
environmental, and social.

•

The CSP includes a community vision, objectives, a series of goals, a three year action
plan), and a process for implementing the existing approved and future City Master
Plans and Strategic Plans.

•

This Plan helps to secure Cambridge’s reputation as a sustainable, progressive
community and provides a basis for possible future funding opportunities.

•

Information in this Plan was gathered through a community visioning workshop,
background research, a series of interviews with City staff, multiple planning sessions
and/or feedback from the City’s Sustainability Task Force and the public. The Plan
has been strongly supported by a wide range of staff, Advisory Committee Chairs and
was validated at a community open house as a strategic and helpful document.

•

A future Integrated Community Sustainability Plan that incorporates
partnerships with residents, businesses and interested stakeholders will be developed
some time after the approval of this Corporate Sustainability Plan.
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SECTION I

OVERVIEW OF CORPORATE
SUSTAINABILITY

VISION
“Cambridge celebrates the uniqueness of its
founding communities and is united by its
heritage, rivers, cultures and common future.
Cambridge residents and visitors enjoy the
natural environment, safe, clean, caring,
sustainable and accessible neighbourhoods,
with a wide variety of lifestyle and housing
options and ample cultural and recreational
opportunities.
Cambridge, as a community of opportunity,
Cambridge City Hall
encourages business growth and transition,
entrepreneurial spirit, strong leadership, efficient government and the provision of
municipal services, personal growth and civic pride.”
The Corporate Sustainability Plan will provide an important opportunity to help
implement the Vision Statement for the City of Cambridge through completion of
the various actions in the Implementation Plan.

SUSTAINABILITY
In Cambridge, sustainability refers to “development
that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs” (Brundtland Commission,
1987).
Cambridge has regard for balanced
decision-making on the basis of cultural, economic,
environmental and social considerations.
Waterwheel in Churchill Park
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OBJECTIVES
The City of Cambridge is committed to developing and maintaining an
environment that enhances human health and fosters a transition toward
sustainability. To achieve this, the City of Cambridge is committed to achieving the
Vision through continuous improvement in:
• Demonstrating Corporate practices that promote sustainability, including
measures to increase efficiency and use of renewable resources, promote
green branding and decrease waste, both in City of Cambridge’s own
operations and in those of its suppliers.
• Promoting health, productivity and safety of the community through design
and maintenance of the City’s infrastructure and built environment.
• Enhancing the health of ecosystems in the city and supporting a wide range
of native/indigenous species.
• Developing financial and planning tools to enable comparative analysis of
sustainability implications and to support long-term decision making that is
culturally, economic, environmental and socially responsible.
• Encouraging inquiry and
throughout the Corporation.

institutional

learning

about

sustainability

• Establishing indicators for sustainability that will enable monitoring,
reporting and continuous improvement.

Confluence of the Grand and Speed Rivers| A local park
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OVERVIEW
ABOUT THE CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY PLAN
The Corporate Sustainability Plan (CSP) is an overarching, umbrella document that
will guide the Corporation of the City of Cambridge’s actions to implement the
existing and future City Master Plans and Strategic Plans. At the forefront of the
planning process is the City’s intent to sustainably implement its suite of existing
Master and Strategic Plans that have been adopted by Council, before
recommending new sustainability initiatives. The existing plans are listed and
described in Section II.
The City is also engaged in a wide range of sustainability-related initiatives,
programs and policies. These activities are listed and described in Appendix A.
As described above, the CSP contains a long-term vision generated by the
community and is guided by a series of sustainable objectives. The CSP also
includes a three year action plan (Section III), and a longer term sustainable
decision-making process (Section IV), and a simple, meaningful reporting tool
(Section IV).
This Plan is meant to provide a lens through which to balance the City’s fiscal
responsibility with cultural (including heritage), economic, environmental and
social interests. As illustrated below, the Corporate Sustainability Plan is a
framework for the implementation of ongoing Master Plans and Strategic Plans.
Figure 1. Corporate Sustainability Plan

Future Master Plans
and Sustainability
Initiatives

Existing Master and Strategic Plans
Current Sustainability Initiatives
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Once the Plan is approved by City Council, the intent is to also have it recognized
by the Federation of Canadian Municipalities and other organizations, and help to
secure Cambridge’s reputation as a sustainable, progressive community and
obtain possible future funding opportunities.
The City’s Sustainability Task Force will be responsible for overseeing the
implementation of this Plan.
ABOUT THE PLANNING PROCESS
In January 2011, the City initiated the planning process to develop its first
Corporate Sustainability Plan. The CSP Vision was developed using input
garnered from a community visioning session hosted that month. The CSP report
has been informed by background research, a series of small group meetings with
City of Cambridge staff, as well as the support of a multi-disciplinary staff Liaison
Team and Task Force who have worked to engage staff and to provide input and
guidance.
A draft version of the CSP was presented to Council, stakeholders and residents in
August 2011 for comment and review and a revised, final version was made
available in October 2011.
A second stage of the planning process will focus on developing an Integrated
Community Sustainability Plan (ICSP) for which the community and a broader
range of stakeholders can take ownership. It is anticipated that the City will
initiate the second stage of work sometime after the Corporate Sustainability Plan
is approved by City Council.
Commercial
Building in
Cambridge
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CONTEXT
The Corporate Sustainability Plan has a distinct focus on ensuring the sustainability
of the City’s operations and the program and policies developed for the
community at large. Therefore, it is important to understand the unique City that the
Corporation serves:
Cambridge is located in southern Ontario at the confluence of the Grand River,
which is a Canadian Heritage River, and the Speed River and along the Galt and
Paris Moraines.
Cambridge is within one of the fastest growing and strongest economic areas in
Canada with a strategic location on the MacDonald Cartier Freeway (Highway
401). The city is expected to grow to a population of 173,000 people by 2029
with a total employment forecast of 100,000 jobs. Cambridge boasts a diverse
economic base and is located in the heart of Canada’s Technology Triangle,
known for significant clusters of knowledge-based enterprises.
Cambridge is part of the Region of Waterloo and is comprised of the former Town
of Preston, Village of Hespeler, City of Galt and the Village of Blair (City of
Cambridge Draft Official Plan, 2011).
Additional detail about the City, including its history, demographics and
economic, environmental and infrastructure portfolio are included in Appendix B.

Mill Run Trail
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SECTION II CURRENT CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY
PROGRAMS, POLICIES AND INITIATIVES
OVERVIEW
The City of Cambridge has a wide range of ongoing sustainability initiatives
underway. These initiatives range from hosting community events to developing
policies to guide growth to supporting tree planting initiatives. The City has
embraced a four-pillar model of sustainability; this model recognizes the
importance of supporting cultural, economic, environmental and social initiatives
as part of creating a vibrant City. A summary of the four pillars and sample
initiatives are provided below.
Additional current sustainability initiatives are profiled in Appendix A.
Cultural initiatives refer to the City’s support for the
arts, heritage, creativity and diversity in Cambridge.
Cultural initiatives often help to define community
attitudes, values, and behaviours.

Initiatives with an economic component support the
City’s fiscal well-being, growth and development and
foster local job creation and retention.
Examples of economic initiatives supported by the
City of Cambridge include:

Examples of cultural activities supported by the City
of Cambridge include:
•

•

•

Support for twelve special events per year
including the Mayor’s Celebration of the
Arts and Canada Day Celebrations. An
accountability process has been included in
the special events policy.
The Cambridge Centre for the Arts (CCA) is
a municipally operated community arts
centre with a mandate to provide quality
arts
programming
through
classes,
workshops, an art gallery, special events
and an artist-in-residence program.
Ongoing support for libraries and the
gallery.
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•

Investigating a plan to encourage green
building construction in the Boxwood
Business Park.

•

Building and promoting the CleanTech/Alternative Energy Sectors through the
Solar Industry Network Group (SING); and
other renewable energy initiatives.

•

Developing a Water and Wastewater Long
Range Financial Plan Forecast as a tool to
help the City meet the Provincial reporting
requirements for water operations and rate
increases.
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Environmental initiatives include those that
improve Cambridge’s air and water quality, save
energy, enhance the natural environment, and
promote reduction and re-use of goods.

Social initiatives support community engagement,
participation and contribute to social equity and a
feeling of well-being among residents and staff.
Examples of social initiatives supported by the City of
Cambridge include:

Examples of activities supported by the City of
Cambridge that benefit the environment include:
•

•

•

Use of technologies and best practices to
manage the City’s infrastructure, facilities
and equipment for several key municipal
services,
including
operations
and
maintenance of water mains, sewer systems,
drainage networks, roads and sidewalks,
and staff deployment for winter storms,
inflow monitoring, pipe inspection through
closed-circuit television and traffic volume
monitoring.
The City Green and Cambridge WATERS
subcommittees
of
the
Cambridge
Environmental Advisory Committee have
planted over 5,000 indigenous plants at
sites throughout the city, hosted an annual
event concentrating on sustainability issues
and developed water education and
conservation projects.

•

Support for many youth-oriented events such
as the Bowl for Kids Sake Fundraiser.

•

Annual report on Policing
published in Cambridge.

•

Cambridge has approximately 70 km of
natural and urban trails throughout the city;
18km of these trails travel along the historic
Speed and Grand Rivers. The trails are
used for recreation and transportation
purposes by visitors and residents and
provide for an active setting within which
residents can meet and interact.

•

The creation of policies to guide new mixeduse development that will enhance social
interaction.

•

Neighbourhood Association support.

Earth Hour and Earth Day participation.

Social

Economic

Environmental

Cultural
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SUMMARY OF MASTER PLANS/STRATEGIC PLANS
The central focus for the Corporate Sustainability Plan is to stage the
implementation of the City’s eight existing (and one proposed) Master Plans and
Strategic Plans in a sustainable, manageable and equitable manner, given
available municipal funding and resources. The City recognizes that adequately
funding existing and ongoing operating and maintenance costs is a key element of
building a sustainable city.
To date, significant progress has been made on implementation of the approved
plans using existing resources and available budget. It is important to note that all
of the Master Plans/Strategic Plans were developed with significant public input
prior to their approval.
A status update on each of the nine Master Plans/Strategic Plans is provided
below:
• Arts and Culture Master Plan

• Five Year Review 2008- 2013 of
the Master Plan for Leisure
Services/Facilities (2002 to
2022)

• Bikeway Network Master Plan
• Cambridge Heritage Master Plan
• Core Areas Parking Master Plan

• Five Year Strategic Plans for
Libraries and Galleries

• Designing the Future: An
Economic Development Strategy
for the City of Cambridge

• Stormwater Management Master
Plan (Pending)
• Trails Master Plan

The following summaries of the Master Plans and Strategic Plans are based upon
the best information available at the time of preparation of this Corporate
Sustainability Plan. Specific budget cost estimates have not been included in the
summaries since they may change based upon when the actions are actually
implemented.
There is an overarching requirement for ongoing technical support and the
development of a Corporate Communications and Marketing Strategic Plan to
assist with implementation and information sharing for the existing Master Plans
and Strategic Plans.
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Master Plan

Arts and Culture Master Plan

Date Published

March 2009

Short Summary

This Master Plan was developed based on the City’s recognition of
the “importance of arts and culture to the future growth of the
community, and… the changing needs of its residents for arts and
cultural services”. The Plan was developed from June 2008 to
February 2009. The process engaged residents, city staff, the staff
and volunteers of the City’s arts and culture organizations, and other
interested parties in deliberations about the future of arts and culture
in Cambridge. The Plan contains a comparison of the Arts and
Culture Master Plan recommendation and the series of definitions,
recommendations, estimates of funding, draft performance measures
based on a triple bottom line approach, a review of other arts and
culture strategies and an inventory of the City’s cultural assets and
organizations. The Plan also contains a comparison of the Arts and
Culture Master Plan recommendations and Heritage Plan objectives
(page 12).

Status of
Implementation

•

•

Many actions within the Master Plan’s six year implementation framework have
been completed, or continue to be implemented:
o Arts and Culture Advisory Committee, City-supported special events,
and other activities are outlined in the accompanying “Ongoing
Initiatives” document
However, the lack of the leadership position as identified in the Master Plan as
well as additional financial resources is delaying further implementation

Priority Actions

•

To hire a Manager of Cultural Development in 2012. The manager would be
responsible for spearheading the remainder of the recommendations in the
Master Plan (dedicated marketing plan, feasibility study for additional
endowment funds, etc.).

Budget

•
•

No funding has been provided for the implementation of the Master Plan.
As of June 2010, 1% of capital projects over $100,000 are designated to a
public arts reserve fund. Council has the right to decide the size of the fund and
could divert money to other projects when necessary.

Resources
Required

Sustainability
Linkages

Manager of Cultural Development position required in 2012 is critical to the
implementation of this Master Plan.
•
Investigate capital renewal for Theatres
•
There will be expectations in 2012 to contribute financially to the regional
initiative – Creative Enterprise Enabling Organization
(http://www.creativeenterprise.ca/).
•
Coordinator position and capacity building dollars required in 2013 to assist
with implementation of Master Plan actions.
•
Development of a marketing plan in 2014 required.
The draft performance measures are based on a triple bottom line approach to
sustainability: social, economic and environmental accountability measures are included.
•
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Title

Bikeway Network Master Plan

Date Published

July 2008

Short Summary

The purpose of the Bikeway Network Master Plan is to:
•
Update existing cycling routes and identify new cycling
routes or improvements in the City; and
•
Confirm or update the City’s policies for the design,
funding, implementation, maintenance and promotion of
cycling routes.
The previous plan, the City of Cambridge Bikeway Network Study,
was prepared in-house in 1999. The plan identified 94 km of
cycling routes on City roads and 72 km on Regional roads, along
with policies and strategies for implementation, design, education
and maintenance. Since then, approximately 48 km of on-road
cycling facilities have been implemented in Cambridge.

Status of
Implementation

•
•

Priority Actions

Budget

Priority
•
•
•
•

actions for this year and next include:
Establishing bike parking in core areas
Working in conjunction with the MTO on the EA for the 401 pedestrian bridge.
Continuing to fill gaps and increase connections in the bikeway system.
Getting funding in place to develop an overall Active Transportation Master Plan
(discussion required with other departments).
•
Need to update the Master Plan in 2013 to account for work accomplished and
changes that have occurred since current Master Plan was completed.
•
•
•

Resources
Required

•

•
Sustainability
Linkages

Most of the short-term objectives in the Master Plan for on-road facilities have
been met
Longer term bikeway strategies, such as those for destination-oriented routes and
route connection strategies have been harder to meet - especially on routes that
involve removing street parking.

•
•
•

Annual budget allocation provided for bikeways implementation.
Over the last few years, infrastructure funding has been helpful to build bike
lanes on paved shoulders
Other funding sources include: the Region (when doing work on their roads,
bike infrastructure can be upgraded); and new infrastructure in
neighbourhoods funded through Development Charges.
The next key steps to implement the Master Plan will be items that are much
higher cost and will require longer capital budget commitments. For example,
future budget monies will be required for the Franklin Pedestrian Bridge post
2014.
Require funding to update the Master Plan in 2013 and potentially develop it
into an Active Transportation Plan (including sidewalks and potentially, trails).
The benefits of cycling are described from health, environmental and economic
perspectives (page 5)
The Plan itself aims to promote sustainable transportation.
Linkages to Official Plan included (page 29)
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Title

Cambridge Heritage Master Plan

Date Published

June 2008

Short Summary

“The objective of the Heritage Master Plan is to develop a strategy to
identify, manage, conserve and promote valued built heritage
resources in the City of Cambridge”. The Plan contains:
•
a broad assessment of the city’s heritage resources;
•
identification of areas of distinct heritage character within
the City;
•
recommendations for improving the City’s process for
inventorying and evaluating heritage resources; and
•
strategies and policy recommendations for better managing
the heritage resources. (Page 21)

Status of
Implementation

•
•
•
•

Priority Actions

The Master Plan was endorsed by Council in 2008.
Many of the lower cost actions have been completed despite not having a
budgeted resource.
An implementation committee was established; have been on hiatus for 2
years.
The City’s Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee (MHAC) also has a role in
implementing some of the actions in the Master Plan through its annual work
plan.

Staff reviewed the 60 actions included in the Master Plan:
•
21 actions are already being implemented or are underway;
•
6 are being implemented by other agencies;
•
2 are recommended for deletion; and
•
32 actions which have not yet been implemented are recommended for phased
consideration over the next ten years.
The three priority actions recommended for the Corporate Sustainability Plan are related
to inventory and evaluation:
•
Improve the inventory template. Adapt the template found in the Ontario
Heritage Tool Kit in order to make the recording sequence consistent: create
separate categories for the different types of heritage resources, with
appropriate description standards, and enhance the historical information
provided with longer descriptions in a consistent format.
(Note: Good template already in place. Synthesize the by-laws into a statement
of cultural heritage significance. Apply to future by-laws.)
•
Expand the inventory’s scope to include a broader range of heritage resources:
o cultural landscapes
o structures and all types of buildings
o sites of sacred or secular value
o archaeological sites
o sites of natural and scientific interest
o building groupings/streetscapes.
(Note: Region is developing a guideline for cultural heritage landscapes.
Archaeological sites assessed as part of development review process.
Archaeological Master Plan required for Region-wide archaeological sites.
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Title

Cambridge Heritage Master Plan
Draft OP policies address structures and types of buildings. Sites of natural and
scientific interest addressed in draft OP policies and through development
review process. Need to focus on building current registry of pre-1939
buildings before considering post WWII.)
Focus on new listings within the character areas identified in the Heritage
Master Plan. Update existing inventory listings when time and personnel are
available.

•

Budget

•

•

Resources
Required
Sustainability
Linkages

Annual funding is provided to support the Municipal Heritage Advisory
Committee (MHAC) along with an annual grants program. The City also has a
Heritage Conservation Reserve fund that can be used for various heritage
matters at the direction of City Council.
Recommended actions for 2012-2014 are staff resource based and can be
addressed through the existing staff complement and volunteer work.
Implementation of additional actions post 2014 will require monies beyond
existing budget.
Require staffing resources to further the implementation of this Master Plan.

•

Sustainable development is one theme that emerged during the consultation process
(page 260). The term “sustainability” is not explicitly mentioned in the Plan; however,
preservation of heritage buildings is a cultural pillar/objective.

Title

Core Areas Parking Master Plan

Date Published

March 2009

Short Summary

“In March 2008, the City of Cambridge initiated the Core Areas
Parking Master Plan for the three Core Areas of Galt, Hespeler
and Preston. A key objective of this Master Plan is to assess
existing and future parking needs and develop a forward-looking
and sustainable parking plan for the next 15 - 20 years. The
Master Plan will assess existing parking needs and policies,
develop future forecasts of parking demand, and identify
alternative methods of providing and managing parking… The
primary objective of this study is to quantify existing parking needs
and issues and to propose strategies to deal with existing and
future parking requirements.” (Page ES-1)

Status of
Implementation

•

•

Priority Actions

The Region of Waterloo has allocated monies for a 10-year period to implement
a transit supportive strategy in Cambridge. Some of those monies can be
allocated towards the Parking Master Plan implementation.
A draft plan for the funding has been developed by staff for the first 2 years and
each year includes funding towards the City’s Core Areas Parking Master Plan.

• The one-time funding from the Region would pay for the pay and display
equipment, signage, advertising/promotion for the Galt core area in the first
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Title

Core Areas Parking Master Plan
year and Preston core area in the second year.
• The funding allocated for the first year would also cover the cost of a bicycle
parking program in the Galt core area.
• There would also be some funding allocated towards a Transportation
Demand Management (TDM) Coordinator in the first year who would assist
with implementing the Master Plan amongst other duties.

Budget

Resources
Required

The Plan requires funding for the first two years of implementation. The remaining
funding from the Region can be spent on initiatives outside the Master Plan.
•
•

•

Sustainability
Linkages

•

•
•

Approval of funding from the Region of Waterloo can provide funding for 1 Full
Time Equivalent to support expanded parking system
Expectation that Parking System will become self-funding (and sustainable)
within 3 years. Additional costs of new parking system will be incurred in year
1. After that revenues may generate a surplus.
If Regional approval is not received, then an additional one-time funding of
same will be needed to move forward with the Master Plan.
The Master Plan notes that the current parking system is not financially
sustainable (page ES-2): “This study found that the current parking system
operation does not generate enough income to cover expenses, and requires a
taxpayer subsidy of approximately $440,000 per annum. The parking system
does not generate enough revenue to fund improvements to the parking system,
or for funding other core area improvements.”
Sustainability is a common theme in the guiding principles for this Master Plan.
The evaluation criteria for alternatives included a consideration of natural,
social, economic and technical issues.

Title

Designing the Future: An Economic Development
Strategy for the City of Cambridge

Date Published

December 31, 2008

Short Summary

The City’s Economic Development Strategy outlines 29 actions,
organized by five specific target sectors. The actions are based on the
analysis of background information compiled by Miller, Dickinson,
Blais Inc.: an economic base analysis (including a demographic
analysis of the community and the present state of its economy); an
infrastructure assessment (including both physical and human resource
constraints); a community consultation program (including focus
groups, surveys and interviews); and SWOT analysis.

Status of
Implementation

•
•

The Economic Development group has many activities underway to support
sustainability across the community and Corporation.
Four sector-based strategies have been developed and vetted with the Economic
Development Advisory Committee.
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Title

Designing the Future: An Economic Development
Strategy for the City of Cambridge

Priority Actions

There are 29 actions in the Economic Development Strategy. The ones that are the
highest priority over the next few years include:
•
Building and promoting the Clean-Tech/Alternative Energy Sectors through the
Solar Industry Network Group (SING); and other renewable energy initiatives.
•
Improving communications via social media networks; Increasing information
available on the website
•
Aiming to attract green business and help promote existing businesses’ green
best practices and expertise.
•
Develop a marketing program and follow up on leads for investment attraction
identified from the Advanced Manufacturing Sector Gap Analysis study.
•
Developing Boxwood Industrial Park as a LEED® Business Park and develop
incentive plan for green building construction/LEED® Certification.
•
Supporting the online manufacturing portal (i.e. Manufacturing Innovation
Network – MIN) in conjunction with Canada’s Technology Triangle (CTT) to
share best practices, job recruitment, strategic alliance and business
opportunities, etc.
•
Work with the School of Architecture to map out a strategy for an incubator
program; exploring feasibility of spin-offs; and identifying key barriers and
obstacles to entrepreneurial ventures.
•
Focusing on economic development, small-knowledge based industries and
revitalization of the downtown cores
•
Working to assemble and market employment land

Budget

•

Funding is available for certain items, such as acquiring new land, marketing
and promotion, from the Industrial Operations Reserve fund established in the
1980s. However the incubator study will require budget support in 2013.

Resources
Required

•
•

Require staffing resources to further advance additional initiatives.
Development of an incubator study in 2012/2013.

Sustainability
Linkages

The Strategy touches upon cultural, economic, environmental and social themes.
Sustainability is a common thread throughout the Strategy (see introduction, pages 55,
69, 96, etc.) “More than most, its citizens and businesses have recognized that the 21st
Century economy must be a green economy, and that to succeed in that economy it must
build an economic development strategy that rests upon the pillar of ecological
sustainability” (page 69).
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Title

Five Year Review 2008- 2013 of the Master Plan for
Leisure Services/Facilities (2002 to 2022)

Date Published

January 2010

Short Summary

This document is a five year review (for 2008 to 2013) of the original
Master Plan that covered 2002 to 2022. This review contains an
overview of the planning process, policies related to the City’s
mandate, support services to neighbourhood organizations, youth
recreation services, inclusion and access to municipal services, a
special event policy and linkages to the Arts and Culture Master Plan,
and information about the development of community centres and
playing fields. The final page of the document is a summary of
financial implications on the operating budget related to the
implementation of a number of activities.
The overall goal of the 2002 Master Plan was “to produce a flexible strategy which the
City of Cambridge can use to make decisions that are equitable, which reflect general
public acceptance, and are cost effective in guiding the delivery of parks, recreation and
open space facilities and services to residents.”
The Review includes a series of environmental, social, economic and personal benefits
related to parks, recreation and open spaces.

Status of
Implementation

•
•

•
•
•

Moving forward with the Sports Field Master Plan and trying to accommodate
many groups in an environment of high demand for services
The development of the South East Galt Recreation Centre was delayed due to
the slower than anticipated pace of development. The Terms of Reference for this
initiative were approved by City Council in 2009. A needs analysis is currently
underway.
Multipurpose Recreation Facility – just completed a feasibility study and findings
will be presented to Council
Various green energy initiatives are underway (refer to accompanying
“Summary of Other City Initiatives” for a list of ongoing activities).
Development of Strategic Land Use Plans for Parks is being considered

Priority Actions

•

Implementation of the following: Special Events Liaison position (Part-time);
Youth Worker position (Part-time); extend summer playground program;
enhanced services for special events; and sports field development

Budget

•

Funds proposed in capital budget for 2011 (funded mostly through
Development Charges) for sports field rejuvenation and introduce an artificial
turf field.

Resources
Required

•

Challenge to maintain existing fields and infrastructure with current funding
model.
Require funds in year 1 and Year 3 to support the expansion of a Special
Events Liaison Position to full-time.
Require funds to develop a special events strategy in Year 3 focusing on
capacity building, networking and co-ordination.

•
•
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Title

Five Year Review 2008- 2013 of the Master Plan for
Leisure Services/Facilities (2002 to 2022)
•

•

Sustainability
Linkages

•
•

Title
Status of
Implementation

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
Budget

•
•

Resources
Required

The performance measures for the Arts and Culture Master Plan are based on a
triple bottom line approach (page 49)
The value of parks, recreation and open space are based on an understanding
of environmental, social, economic and personal benefits (page 7)

Stormwater Management Master Plan (Pending)

•

Priority Actions

Require funds for a part time youth worker in Year 1; and funding in Year 1
and Year 2 to support the summer playground program/neighbourhood
associations.
Related, but separate action (not from Master Plan): Operating dollars will
need to be added to 2012 budget for new 55,000 sq ft facility (Lang’s Farms
Facilities – 9,100 sq. ft. will be for City use)

•
•

The Stormwater Master Plan is in draft form, pending staff review and Council
approval.
The draft plan contains a thorough assessment of:
o Trunk and overland flow-major and minor capacity
o Future maintenance requirements
o Quality and quantity requirements in infill development
o Major structure maintenance requirements (e.g. bridges)
From foregoing, have a detailed quantification of unfunded capital
requirements AND good, systematic inspection and assessment process
Using Gas Tax funding to do inventory/ conditions assessment (100%
inventoried, 60% conditions assessed)
All other needs from the Master Plan are “on hold” pending budget approval
Complete inventory/condition assessments
Start implementation of Master Plan recommendations, particularly vegetation
clearing of storm water channels
Undertake defining levels of service
Annual operating budget recovery from City’s Service Review Phase 1 cut
(this can be addressed through future Base Service Level adjustments)
There is a significant capital backlog for stormwater management for
Implementation of the Stormwater Management Master Plan over next 20 years.
Funds required for 5-6 person crew
One-time funding required for additional equipment
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Title

Strategic Plan (Libraries and Galleries)

Date Published

Libraries - October 2008, Galleries, 2010

Short Summary

The strategic planning process began in late 2007 and included data
collection, focus groups, planning workshops and a series of consultation
sessions. The concise Plan was adopted about a year later and includes
a mission, values, strategic directions, strategies and desired outcomes.

Status of
Implementation

•
•

The lifespan of Strategic Plan is halfway completed.
Implementation of actions under each of the four focus areas is well
underway.

Priority Actions

•

Implementing self-serve, automated check-outs and redeploying staff to other
points of contact where personalized, high value service can be offered to
patrons.
Creating a marketing department and implementing a marketing strategy and
branding exercise. “Ideas Unlimited” brings the libraries and gallery under
one common brand.
Preparing for the shift in demand away from books over the next 10 years
and providing cultural service offerings such as children’s services, art
appreciation, and events for adults, etc.

•

•

Budget

Resources
Required
Sustainability
Linkages

•

Library materials and maintenance are allocated in the 10 year capital budget
Other capital requirements include:
o Planning for the design and construction of the SE Galt Branch in
2012/2013
Planning for the expansion of the main library in 2016

•

Sources of funding needed for main library expansion in 2016

•
•

The term “sustainability” not explicitly mentioned. However, the Plan touches on cultural,
economic, and social issues.
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Title

Trails Master Plan

Date Published

June 2010

Short Summary

The purpose of the project was to review and update the existing
City of Cambridge City-Wide, Multi-Use Trail Study that was
completed in 1996 and to review and update the existing City of
Cambridge Trails and Maintenance Manual that was completed in
1999. The scope included:
•
Reviewing the existing and planned trail network;
•
Confirming and/or updating the City’s policies for design,
funding, maintenance and promotion of trails; and
•
To develop a Master Plan that provides a way for the City
to maintain the existing and planning trails and improve
and expand the trail network in a manner that balances
the priorities of the community with the available resources
of the City.

Status of
Implementation

•

•

Priority Actions

•
•
•

Budget

•
•

Resources
Required

•

•
Sustainability
Linkages

•

•

Actions that are identified as short-term priorities (page 15 of the Master Plan)
have all been considered. Most are being actively pursued (extending the Mill
Run Trail, Moffat Creek Trail).
Some large scale, connecting projects (for example, Shade’s Mills Trail) require
extensive planning and financial resources and are not considered feasible in
the short-term.
Developing a 5km trail through Mattamy subdivision; Discussions with CN Rail
and over 20 agencies to acquire property
Setting the stage for longer term goals now, such as a bridge over the Speed
River.
Ongoing work such as maintenance and signage continues.
Funds are included in the City’s Budget (half from Capital Levy and half
from Development Charges)
40% of the trails capital budget is related to major maintenance; 60% is for
new development. A defined amount is allocated each year and the
remainder is rolled over into next year.
Funding for trail development and maintenance has been sufficient to date;
however, resourcing for completion of larger community trail connecting
segments is more problematic (including difficulties with property
acquisition, staff limitations, regulatory hurdles, etc.)
Additional resources for staff training to ensure succession planning could
be one area for consideration.
Sustainability is the first goal (/principle) mentioned in the Plan (page ii). The
trails system is viewed as a sustainable system/facility as it provides an
alternative mode of travel and it encouraged social interaction amongst
members of the community.
The Master Plan outlines linkages to the Bikeway Network Master Plan and the
Official Plan (page 5)
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SECTION III

CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY
ACTION PLAN

GOALS
The overall goal of the Corporate Sustainability Plan is to foster a strong
sustainability culture within the City’s operations that permeates through to its
programs, policies, initiatives and practices that, in turn, support the four pillars of
a sustainable community, namely:

Culture:

Economics:

A vibrant cultural scene
that embraces
Cambridge’s history
and generates new
ideas for future growth.

A diversity of
sustained economic
development
opportunities for the
community and fiscal
sustainability within the
City’s operations

Social:

Environment:

A welcoming, inclusive and
diverse City that supports
local community
development, strong
social connections and
support systems for
staff and the
community

A responsible City that
reduces waste and
energy use and takes
action to encourage
healthy ecosystems
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To achieve the four sustainability pillars, the City of Cambridge is committed to
implementing a suite of actions. These actions are to be staged over a three year
planning cycle. An initial 3 year action plan is provided in this Plan, along with, a
longer term proposed action plan. It is proposed that the action plan for the
longer term be confirmed and reinforced through the development of a detailed
three year plan after the election of each new Council. The six months after a
municipal election is intended to be used as a planning period to review and
revise the CSP to align with Council’s strategic priorities. After the three year
implementation period, the remaining six months of Council’s term can be used for
sharing the results of the implementation period. All of the actions included in the
Plan have been drawn from existing Master and Strategic Plans.
Figure 2. Three action planning cycle for the implementation of the Corporate
Sustainability Plan

Planning

2011

Three Year Action Plan
Implementation
2012
2013
2014*
Planning

2015

Three Year Action Plan
Implementation
2016
2017
2018*
Planning

2019

Three Year Action Plan
Implementation
2020
2021
2022*

* denotes an election year

During the first three year action plan (2012-2014), the focus for implementation
needs to be squarely on the fair and equitable implementation of the priorities from
the nine existing Master and Strategic Plans described in Section II. The most
important priorities have been identified for each of the nine Master Plans that City
staff thinks can be implemented within the first three year action plan. Notations
are included to identify that some of the actions are one time and some are
ongoing. The following table illustrates how these priorities will help support the
achievement of the four sustainability goals and, over time, the community vision.
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The four pillar approach to sustainability that the City of Cambridge has adopted
highlights the need to focus on strengthening cultural, economic, environmental
and social components of the City’s operations and programs. During the
implementation of the CSP, City Council and staff will, in the true spirit of
sustainability, need to focus on actions that enhance each of the four pillars, and
also, bring forward initiatives that span the four pillars and have multiple
Corporate and community benefits. To that end, the action plans on the following
pages are organized by goal, and also highlight complementary goals.
Funding for implementation of the three year action plan is subject to City
Council’s endorsement through the budget process. In addition, there are other
actions from the Master and Strategic Plans that will need to be considered within
the three year action plan; these actions will be funded in a unique manner and as
such, are noted in the action plans in light grey.
The CSP establishes a process for the implementation of the remaining actions
within the approved Master Plans/Strategic Plans within existing budget, within a
three year period.
Streetscape in Preston| Green roof on Cambridge City Hall
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City staff recognizes that there may also be new Master Plans approved by
Council in the future; all Master Plan-related initiatives will need to be implemented
before new sustainability initiatives are pursued.
Additional sustainability
initiatives for future consideration beyond those included in approved Master Plans
and Strategic Plans are included in Appendix C.
The three year action plan is included on the following pages, organized by goal.

Note that the proposed actions are subject to Council review and
approval during the annual budget processes.

Preston Market | Condominiums near Riverside Park
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THREE YEAR ACTION PLAN
The overall goal of the Corporate Sustainability Plan is to foster a strong sustainability culture within the City’s operations that
permeates through to its programs, policies, initiatives and practices that, in turn, support the four pillars of a sustainable
community, namely:

Culture: A vibrant cultural scene that embraces Cambridge’s history and generates new ideas for future
growth.

Culture
Action
C1. To hire a permanent Manager of Cultural
Development to assist with the implementation of the
Arts and Culture Master Plan (ongoing)
C2. To hire a Coordinator to assist with the implementation
of the Arts and Culture Master Plan (ongoing)
C3. To ensure capacity building support (ongoing) –
education, assistance and training related to ongoing
organizational sustainability (e.g. fund raising,
accounting, audience and market development, etc)
C4. To develop and continue to implement an Arts and
Culture marketing plan (one time & ongoing)
C5. To improve the heritage inventory template

Master Plan

Timeframe
2012

Arts and Culture
Master Plan
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2014



Arts and Culture
Master Plan
Arts and Culture
Master Plan

Arts and Culture
Master Plan
Cambridge Heritage
Master Plan

2013

Complementary
Sustainability Goals
Econ.

Env.

Social




















Cult.
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Culture, continued
Action
C6. To expand the inventory’s scope to include a broader
range of heritage resources
C7. To focus on new listings within the character areas
identified in the Heritage Master Plan.
C8. To continue the general implementation of the
Strategic Plan for Libraries - re prioritized within
existing budget

Master Plan

Cambridge Heritage
Master Plan
Cambridge Heritage
Master Plan
Strategic Plan
(Libraries)

Timeframe

Complementary
Sustainability Goals

2012

2013

2014

Cult.

Econ.

Env.

Social



































The overall goal of the Corporate Sustainability Plan is to foster a strong sustainability culture within the City’s operations that
permeates through to its programs, policies, initiatives and practices that, in turn, support the four pillars of a sustainable
community, namely:

Economics: A diversity of sustained economic development opportunities for the community and fiscal
sustainability within the City’s operations.

Economics
Action
Ec1.
To continue with general implementation of
Designing the Future: An Economic Development
Strategy for the City of Cambridge. This work will
be funded from the Industrial Operations Reserve
Ec2.
To work with the School of Architecture to map out
a strategy for an incubator program; exploring
feasibility of spin-offs; and identifying key barriers
and obstacles to entrepreneurial ventures.

Master Plan

Timeframe

Complementary
Sustainability Goals

2012

2013

2014

Economic Development
Strategy









Economic Development
Strategy
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The overall goal of the Corporate Sustainability Plan is to foster a strong sustainability culture within the City’s operations that
permeates through to its programs, policies, initiatives and practices that, in turn, support the four pillars of a sustainable
community, namely:

Environment: A responsible City that reduces waste and energy use and takes action to encourage healthy
ecosystems.

Environment
Action
Env1. To continue with general implementation of the
Bikeway Network Master Plan using allocated
budget dollars
Env2. To update the Bikeway Network Master Plan
Env3.
Env4.

Env5.

To continue the implementation of the Trails
Master Plan using existing budgetary resources
To continue with general implementation of the
Core Areas Parking Master Plan. This work will
likely be funded through the Regional Municipality
of Waterloo1
To implement parking upgrades, including pay
and display equipment, signage, advertising and
promotion2

1

Master Plan

Timeframe

Complementary
Sustainability Goals

2012

2013

2014

Cult.







Bikeway Network
Master Plan
Bikeway Network
Master Plan
Trails Master Plan








Core Areas Parking
Master Plan







Core Areas Parking
Master Plan



Econ.

Env.

Social



























Grey shaded actions indicate unique funding sources, beyond the City’s capital budget

There is an expectation that the Parking System will become self-funding (and sustainable) within 3 years. Additional costs of new parking system
will be incurred in 2012; after that time, revenues may generate a surplus.

2
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Environment, continued
Action
Env6. To increase staffing costs to support the expanded
parking system (ongoing)
Env7. To increase staffing to create a 5-6 person crew
(ongoing) to manage activities such as completing
inventory/condition assessments and starting the
implementation of the Stormwater Management
Master Plan recommendations, particularly
vegetation clearing of storm water management
channels (ongoing)3
Env8. To purchase equipment to support the
implementation of the Stormwater Management
Master Plan (one time)
Env9. Data gathered in 2012 about greenhouse gas
emissions will need to be reported on in July 2013
due to Green Energy Act requirements.

Master Plan

Timeframe

Complementary
Sustainability Goals

2012

2013

2014

Core Areas Parking
Master Plan
Stormwater
Management Master
Plan (Pending)











Stormwater
Management Master
Plan (Pending)



Cult.

Econ.

Env.





Social






There is a significant capital backlog for stormwater management for Implementation of the Stormwater Management Master Plan over next 20
years
3
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The overall goal of the Corporate Sustainability Plan is to foster a strong sustainability culture within the City’s operations that
permeates through to its programs, policies, initiatives and practices that, in turn, support the four pillars of a sustainable
community, namely:

Social: A welcoming, inclusive and diverse City that supports local community development, strong social
connections and support systems for staff and the community.

Social
Action
S1. To hire a permanent, part time Special
Events Liaison position (ongoing)
S2. To hire a permanent, part time Youth
Worker (ongoing)
S3. To extend the days of the summer
playground program (ongoing)
S4. To enhance the services offered through
Special Events (ongoing)
S5. To extend the days of the
Neighbourhood Association
playground program (ongoing)
S6. To create new sites for the summer
playground program (ongoing)
S7. To upgrade the part time Special Events
Liaison position to full time (ongoing)
S8. To infuse the Special Events Strategy
with one time funding
S9. Sports field (one time)

Master Plan

Timeframe
2012

Master Plan for Leisure
Services/ Facilities
Master Plan for Leisure
Services/ Facilities
Master Plan for Leisure
Services/ Facilities
Master Plan for Leisure
Services/ Facilities
Master Plan for Leisure
Services/ Facilities
Master Plan for Leisure
Services/ Facilities
Master Plan for Leisure
Services/ Facilities
Master Plan for Leisure
Services/ Facilities
Master Plan for Leisure
Services/ Facilities

2014

Cult.

Econ.

Env.

Social
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POST THREE YEAR ACTION PLAN
PRIORITY ITEMS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF EXISTING APPROVED AND FUTURE MASTER PLANS AND STRATEGIC
PLANS
The City of Cambridge is committed to the successful implementation of previously adopted Master and Strategic Plans.
Therefore, the post-three year action plan contains a series of longer term actions drawn from the existing Master and
Strategic Plans to assist with completing the implementation of these existing, approved plans that have been endorsed
by Council. Within the coming years, additional master plans will be proposed such as: Corporate Communications
and Marketing Strategic Plan, Fire, Asset Management, Sanitary Sewer Master Plan for Pumping Stations, and Official
Plan implementation. Some suggested actions that support ongoing implementation of existing, approved Master
Plans are listed below. These will be reviewed and revised during the subsequent three-year planning cycles.
Pending the successful completion of the implementation of the actions embedded in the existing Master and Strategic
Plans, and the Corporation’s available financial and resource capacity, there may be opportunities to consider
additional sustainability actions. Suggestions are included in Appendix C.
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The overall goal of the Corporate Sustainability Plan is to foster a strong sustainability culture within the City’s operations that
permeates through to its programs, policies, initiatives and practices that, in turn, support the four pillars of a sustainable
community, namely:

Culture: A vibrant cultural scene that embraces Cambridge’s history and generates new ideas for future
growth.

Culture
Proposed Action
C1. To continue to allocate 1% of the capital budget
to public art
C2. To continue to implement an Arts and Culture
marketing plan (ongoing)
C3. To create an endowment fund for arts and
culture
C4. To continue work on downtown revitalization
C5. To develop a youth advisory committee for arts
and culture
C6. To consider forming a non-profit community
foundation to promote, fund and administer
heritage activity.

Master Plan

Arts and Culture
Master Plan
Arts and Culture
Master Plan
Arts and Culture
Master Plan
Arts and Culture
Master Plan
Arts and Culture
Master Plan
Cambridge Heritage
Master Plan
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Timeframe

Complementary
Sustainability Goals

2015-2018

2019 – 2022

Cult.

Econ.

Env.

Social
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Culture, continued
Proposed Action
C7. To continue to focus on character areas
including the inventory, completing design plans
for all downtown character areas in order to
guide intensification, and using the guidelines
from the urban design plans, undertake
improvements to the public realm in all
downtown character areas.
C8. To focus on education by planning and
developing the Cambridge history section of the
new regional museum, with artifacts acquired as
a result of the public search campaign.
C9. To develop a city-wide interpretation master
plan, based on the Heritage Master Plan
thematic history.
C10. To create a cultural tourism corridor along
the Grand River, in partnership with the Region
and its component municipalities.

Master Plan

Timeframe

Complementary
Sustainability Goals

2015-2018

2019 – 2022

Cult.

Econ.

Env.

Social













Cambridge Heritage
Master Plan









Cambridge Heritage
Master Plan









Cambridge Heritage
Master Plan









Cambridge Heritage
Master Plan
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The overall goal of the Corporate Sustainability Plan is to foster a strong sustainability culture within the City’s operations that
permeates through to its programs, policies, initiatives and practices that, in turn, support the four pillars of a sustainable
community, namely:

Economics: A diversity of sustained economic development opportunities for the community and fiscal
sustainability within the City’s operations.

Economics
Proposed Action
Ec1.
To continue the implementation of the Core
Areas Parking Master Plan using existing
budgetary resources
Ec2.
To continue to implement the four sectorbased strategies
Ec3.
To continue to support the Economic
Development Advisory Committee
Ec4.
To build and promote the CleanTech/Alternative Energy Sectors
Ec5.
To follow-up on the marketing program and
leads for investment attraction identified
from the Advanced Manufacturing Sector
Gap Analysis study
Ec6.
To monitor the performance of the Boxwood
Business Park
Ec7.
To monitor the performance of the School of
Architecture’s incubator program
Ec8.
To continue to assemble and market
employment land

Master Plan

Timeframe
2015-2018

2019 – 2022

Core Areas Parking
Master Plan



Economic
Strategy
Economic
Strategy
Economic
Strategy
Economic
Strategy

Development

Complementary
Sustainability Goals
Econ.

Env.













Development







Development







Development







Economic Development
Strategy
Economic Development
Strategy
Economic Development
Strategy
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The overall goal of the Corporate Sustainability Plan is to foster a strong sustainability culture within the City’s operations that
permeates through to its programs, policies, initiatives and practices that, in turn, support the four pillars of a sustainable
community, namely:

Environment: A responsible City that reduces waste and energy use and takes action to encourage healthy
ecosystems.

Environment
Proposed Action
Env1. To continue to update information on the
City’s website about various programs,
including bikeway maps
Env2. To continue to support the Cambridge
Cycling Focus Group
Env3. To continue to collaborate with the Region
of Waterloo on a number of bikeway
initiatives including integrating cycling with
transit and signage
Env4. To continue to upgrade the bikeway
network and integrate it within new
communities
Env5. To work in conjunction with the Ministry of
Transportation on the Environmental
Assessment for the 401 pedestrian bridge.
Env6. To update the Bikeway Master Plan and
potentially develop it into an Active
Transportation Plan (including sidewalks
and potentially, trails).

Master Plan

Timeframe

Complementary
Sustainability Goals

2015-2018

2019 – 2022

Cult.

Econ.

Env.

Social

Bikeway Master Plan













Bikeway Master Plan









Bikeway Master Plan







Bikeway Master Plan







Bikeway Master Plan





Bikeway Master Plan
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Environment, continued
Proposed Action
Env7. To continue the implementation of the Trails
Master Plan using existing budgetary
resources
Env8. To maintain storm water facilities including
routine maintenance costs, sediment
removal and facility reconstruction

Master Plan

Timeframe

Complementary
Sustainability Goals

2015-2018

2019 – 2022

Cult.

Econ.

Trails Master Plan









Stormwater
Management Master
Plan (Pending)





Env.

Social




The overall goal of the Corporate Sustainability Plan is to foster a strong sustainability culture within the City’s operations that
permeates through to its programs, policies, initiatives and practices that, in turn, support the four pillars of a sustainable
community, namely:

Social: A welcoming, inclusive and diverse City that supports local community development, strong social
connections and support systems for staff and the community.

Social
Proposed Action
S1. To continue to implement recreation and leisure
services for the community using available
budgetary resources
S2. To continue to maintain community facilities
using available budgetary resources
S3. To renew the Libraries and Galleries Strategic
Plans
S4. To continue to provide library services for
residents using available budgetary resources

Master Plan

Timeframe

Complementary
Sustainability Goals

2015-2018

2019 – 2022

Cult.

Econ.

Env.

Social

Master Plan for Leisure
Services/ Facilities













Master Plan for Leisure
Services/ Facilities
Library and Galleries
Strategic Plans
Library and Galleries
Strategic Plans
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SECTION IV

IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS AND
REPORTING TOOL

In Cambridge, sustainability refers to “development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs” (Brundtland Commission, 1987). Cambridge has regard for balanced
decision-making on the basis of cultural, economic, environmental and social
considerations.
The real effect and benefit of this Corporate Sustainability Plan will be as a result
of the outcomes realized. To this end, implementation of the Plan is a critical
element to its success. This section outlines a number of recommended measures
which will contribute to the successful implementation of the CSP:
•

Finances and Decision Making: The Sustainability Framework

•

Monitoring and Reporting

•

Administration: Management and Governance

•

Updating and Revision Cycles

•

Learning and Development of Networks, Relationships, And Partnerships

FINANCES AND DECISION MAKING: THE
SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK
From a corporate management perspective, how and what initiatives (including
those within the City’s Master Plans and Strategic Plans) are pursued must be
manageable, and achievable within the human and financial resources available.
To this end, the following items are proposed to ensure that the delivery of existing
and future planned corporate initiatives is sustainable:
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INTEGRATION INTO BUDGETING CYCLE AND FUNDING PLANS
A key focus of the Corporate Sustainability Plan is to plan for the sustainable
implementation of Corporate initiatives over the short and long term. This
approach represents sound and wise City-management and ensures the current
and ongoing health of the Corporation of the City of Cambridge, to the benefit of
residents and taxpayers. As defined below, the City will work within its budget
capacity, through the budget approval framework, to ensure that the Corporation
sustainably manages and coordinates its initiatives.
ANNUAL SUSTAINABILITY DECISION MAKING PROCESS
As an annual process, Departmental initiatives and/or overall budgets (operating
and capital) should be reviewed by the senior management and the Sustainability
Task Force during budget development, utilizing the following Corporate
Sustainability Decision Making Process (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Corporate Sustainability Decision Making Process
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SUSTAINABILITY DECISION SUPPORT TOOL
To support the decision-making process in a way which comprehensively considers
the sustainability of the potential decision, and the contribution of the decision
towards corporate sustainability, we propose use of a Sustainability Decision
Support Tool (Figure 6). Initially, it is recommended that senior management
utilize and “test” the support tool on major corporate decisions such as major
budget items, capital investments, etc. In so doing, the Corporation can take “small
steps” to learn and adapt the tool to Cambridge’s needs and gain experience with
it before broadening it to apply to appropriate other uses/areas.
This support tool can be used in a variety of situations and for considering
decisions of different types, of various scales, and levels. Utilizing the support tool
will ensure that sustainability is a key consideration when choosing actions and it
also ensures that all options are considered before a final decision is made.
Figure 4. Sustainability Decision Support Tool
1. Purpose

To provide a consistent method and approach to assessing choices,
projects, decisions, etc., from a sustainability perspective, resulting in
sustainable actions for the City of Cambridge.

2. Goal

To ensure, to the extent possible, that the City of Cambridge’s choices
and decisions leading to projects, studies, efforts and actions are
leading towards sustainability.

3. Objectives

i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

To systematically and consistently evaluate all appropriate
choices and decisions;
To use this support tool as an evaluation and support tool when
making decisions;
To record this sustainability evaluation for future reference, in
particular for measuring and monitoring purposes relative to
expected outcomes; and
To continually improve this Sustainability Decision Support Tool
by modifying it as a result of experience in utilizing it.
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4. Process

Step 1:

Decision / Choice – Provide a question statement as to the
choice / decision being considered
Example - should the City of Cambridge (department, area,
etc.):
• Undertake a project?
• Undertake a study / Master Plan?
• Purchase a service/product?

Step 2

What options can/should be considered relative to this
choice/decision? (Note: “do nothing” should always be
considered an option)
1. [List options]
2.

Step 3:

1. Why is the choice / decision being considered?
2. What sustainability pillars are related to the choice?
3. Are there any legislated requirements?
4. Has life cycle planning/ costing/ replacement been
considered?
5. What resources are required?:
i.
Financial
a. Capital cost (one time or multiple times
per year)
b. On-going annual operating cost once
approved
ii.
Human Resources Required
a. Existing:
b. New:
iii.
Other Resources Required
a. Energy (specify and quantify)
b. Water
c. Other
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Step 4:

Evaluation of Options for Sustainability

Evaluation Criteria

Options
Option 1:

Option 2:

Option 3:

Do Nothing

<Name>

<Name>

1. How well does this option for
this choice / decision achieve
the Vision for the City of
Cambridge
2. How well does this option for
this choice / decision result in
protection or enhancement of the
natural environment?
3. How well does this option for
this choice / decision enhance /
contribute to the economic
health of the City of Cambridge?
4. How well does this option for
this choice/decision
enhance/contribute to the
internal efficiency of the City of
Cambridge (e.g. debt policy,
budget process, etc.)?
5. How well does this option for
this choice / decision contribute
to the social wellbeing and / or
community development of
residents of the City of
Cambridge?
6. How well does this option for
this choice / decision contribute
to the cultural development of
the City of Cambridge?
7. How well does this option
contribute to strengthening the
human element of our corporate
team?
8. How is this option for this
choice / decision able to be
implemented in a fiscally
responsible manner?
9. Other evaluation criteria?
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Step 5:

Preferred option and evaluation of its sustainability
i.
What is the preferred option?
ii.
Key reasons
a. [List reasons]
iii.
Does the preferred option for this decision / choice
contribute to the sustainability of the Corporation of the
City of Cambridge?
a. Yes [ ]
No [ ]
b. Explain how? Or, how not?
iv.
Should the Corporation of the City of Cambridge
proceed with / support the preferred option for this
decision / choice?
a. Yes [ ]
No [ ]
b. Explain why? Or, why not?

MONITORING AND REPORTING
It is suggested that City staff report on the progress of the implementation of the
actions on an annual basis. At this time, the actions in the CSP lend themselves to
more management-type reporting (process indicators) rather than performance
indicators (meaning those indicators that measure actual outputs and outcomes at
a community or corporate level).
Therefore, the report may take the form of a short, understandable Corporate
Sustainability Report Card to Council and the community which is similar to
some other report cards; an example is included in Figure 7.
Figure 5. Sample Corporate Sustainability Report Card – Process Indicators
Date:

Corporate Sustainability Plan
Master Plan:
Action:
Progress Achieved:

Not initiated

Explanatory Notes:
Proposed Next Steps:
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Over time, the City may consider the development of performance indicators
in a Corporate Sustainability Report Card.
PROPOSED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
A series of possible Corporate sustainability indicators have been listed for
consideration by the Task Force/Council. These indicators, based on ongoing
sustainability initiatives, require further review and discussion by City Staff, the
Task Force and Council. The indicators that are ultimately chosen will need to be
selected based on: (1) ease of data collection; (2) comparability to other
municipalities; and (3) ensuring meaningful Corporate reporting relative to the
vision and sustainability values of the City of Cambridge. A sample report card
format is included in Appendix D.

Possible Corporate Sustainability Indicators
Total corporate greenhouse gas emissions
Total corporate fuel consumption (by type)
Number of kilometres of trails
Rate of staff retention
Total corporate debt
Total average number of litres of treated drinking water used
by the corporation per day (L/day)
Number of heritage resources included in the City’s Heritage
Registry
Percentage of the population registered in City programs
Percentage of employees receiving training/education about
sustainability
Annual number of library service hours per capita
Average remaining life of infrastructure assets (water,
transportation, sewer)
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ADMINISTRATION: MANAGEMENT AND
GOVERNANCE
OVERSIGHT
The implementation of the Corporate Sustainability Plan will require senior
management and the City’s Sustainability Task Force oversight. A two-pronged
approach is recommended:
1. Assigning a senior manager responsible for implementation and
monitoring of the Corporate Sustainability Plan
2. Continuing the Sustainability Task Force (with a similar senior
management composition) to monitor progress of implementation and to
initiate and oversee the review, planning and reporting cycles of the CSP.

GOVERNANCE
Ultimately, City Council has the governance responsibility for corporate
sustainability. To stimulate whole-hearted acceptance of the Corporate
Sustainability Plan, a Council Sustainability Charter could be signed during
the approval of the CSP. This would signal Council’s commitment to the ideas and
concepts embedded in the CSP. Links to sample sustainability charters and
pledges are included in Appendix D. Council will also be responsible for the
provision of necessary ongoing resources to support implementation.

FOSTERING TEAM WORK AND CAPTURING SYNERGIES
Cambridge has many positive, sustainability-oriented initiatives underway in
various Departments within the City. There could be significant opportunity through
seeking out how any one of these initiatives from one Department / Division could
be joined with an initiative from another Department / Division to either: (1) gain
efficiency; (2) spur on implementation; and / or (3) realize a more significant
outcome. One example of a potential synergy is sustainable procurement: for
example, when contracting out for infrastructure or streetscape work, consider the
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inclusion of local art or design in the Request for Proposals. Other cities have
achieved great examples of bridges designed with local art that not only looks
attractive but also detracts graffiti and littering.
To this end, a Think Tank session is proposed for 2012. Such an effort would
involve selecting a number of individuals from multiple Departments to be brought
together for a relatively short period of time (e.g. 1-2 days). The time would be
used to share ideas, gain direction and instruction to collectively identify where
these synergistic opportunities are.
Some of the key benefits of the Think Tank approach are:
•

Builds cross-Departmental team work;

•

Creates relatively fast synergies with limited resources;

•

Often results in more effective initiatives which are easier to implement
because the people who are likely to be responsible for implementing the
initiatives are the “founders”; and

•

Builds momentum and enthusiasm.

UPDATING AND REVISION CYCLES
As discussed in Section III, the Corporate Sustainability Plan will be refreshed and
revised on a four year cycle to coincide with the municipal election cycle.
Planning for the first CSP began in 2011 and will conclude with the 2012 budget
planning cycle. Implementation will begin in early 2012 with renewal planned for
2015 and 2019.
Willows over pond | Pumpkin patch at Mader's Farms
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Commercial Building

LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT OF NETWORKS,
RELATIONSHIPS, AND PARTNERSHIPS
During the implementation of the CSP, it will be especially important for the City of
Cambridge to embrace one of its objectives (Section I: “Encouraging inquiry and
institutional learning about sustainability throughout the Corporation.”) There are
many opportunities for continual learning to consider, including:
• Reviewing best practices in corporate sustainability emerging from other
Canadian and international municipalities;
• Considering partnerships with area municipalities and the Region to
develop a common set of sustainability indicators;
• Seeking opportunities, where possible, to creatively finance initiatives with
the assistance of public-private partnerships;
• Educate the public about the Corporation’s approach to sustainability;
• Taking time after one year of CSP implementation to examine and explore
collaborative opportunities with local non-governmental
organizations;
• Hosting staff-wide training on sustainability to harness enthusiasm
about sustainability and ensure a common understanding of the CSP, its
intention and desired outcomes; and
• Developing a series of staff and Council sustainability lunch and learns
(or other interactive forum) to keep sustainability issues in the forefront.
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SECTION V CONSULTATION PROCESS: WHAT WE
HEARD
Many individuals and groups provided valuable input into the development of the
City’s first Corporate Sustainability Plan. The information received throughout the
engagement process strengthened the CSP.
Item

Timeline

Community Visioning January 2011
Workshop

Outcomes
An updated, community-owned
Vision that appears on page
one of the CSP.

Meetings with Staff
Liaison Team and
Task Force

January to October
2011

Guidance, feedback and
support from a cross-disciplinary
group of City staff.

Presentation to
Council

August 2011

An opportunity to provide an
update to Council and the
community on the status of the
CSP.

Meetings with Chairs August 2011
of the City’s
Advisory Committees

Supportive feedback on the
draft CSP.

Meetings with City
Staff

August 2011

An opportunity to present the
draft CSP and receive questions
and feedback from a wide
range of staff.

Community Open
House

August 23, 2011

An opportunity to present the
draft CSP and receive questions
and feedback from interested
residents.

Presentation to
Council

October 2011

An opportunity to present the
final CSP and discuss next steps
with Council and the
community.
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SECTION VI NEXT STEPS
The next steps in the process to complete the Corporate Sustainability Plan include:

Item

Proposed Timeline

Seeking approval of the final CSP from City Council

October 24, 2011

Starting implementation of the first three year action October 2011
plan through the budget process
Have the CSP recognized by the Federation of Starting October 2011 after
Canadian Municipalities and other organizations to Council approval of CSP.
help to secure Cambridge’s reputation as a
sustainable, progressive community

FUTURE INTEGRATED COMMUNITY SUSTAINABILITY PLAN
Sometime after approval of the Corporate Sustainability Plan, the City will move
towards developing an Integrated Community Sustainability Plan that incorporates
partnerships with residents, businesses and interested stakeholders.
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF OTHER CITY INITIATIVES IN SUPPORT OF THE CITY OF CAMBRIDGE’S CORPORATE
SUSTAINABILITY PLAN
The following table contains a summary of ongoing City initiatives. This summary is meant to provide a starting point to inform the development of
the City of Cambridge’s first Corporate Sustainability Plan (CSP). The initiatives summarized below are in addition to the activities associated with
the nine Master Plans/Strategic Plans that are the main focus for the CSP. An important focus for this project is to develop a framework for
implementation of the Master Plans and recognize existing sustainability initiatives that departments are currently implementing, before starting with
new sustainability initiatives.
Table A-1. Ongoing Sustainability Initiatives at the City of Cambridge, Organized by Department and Theme
Theme

Initiative and Department
Transportation and Public Works

Cultural

Asset Management
•
State of the Infrastructure Life-Cycle Analysis Report
This report, published in 2007, examines the current state of the City’s water distribution system, storm
drainage system, sanitary sewer system, and road network assets using life-cycle principals. The report
highlighted a $15,000,000 annual deficit needed to achieve sustainable levels of funding and activity. A
good summary of the outcomes of the report, and of a sample report card, are included on page E.7.
•
Report on Sustainability
This report, developed internally in 2008, provides an updated perspective on the infrastructure needs to
continue to support acceptable levels of service for the delivery of safe drinking water, the conveyance of
wastewater, drainage of surface water, road and sidewalk networks. The renewal backlog, despite
additional external funding, emerged as concern from this report. Some positive outcomes are that
Cambridge has successfully eliminated debt and has adopted the notion of pay-as-you-go for
infrastructure.
•
Cost of Servicing Study
This study, developed in 2009, examines water and sewer services and infrastructure sustainability in
terms of revenue and fair distribution to various users. The report concludes (slide 3) that the City is
facing several challenges with respect to sustainability: many costs are uncontrollable and increasing
faster than inflation; high unaccounted for water; under-funded meter replacement program; and
infrastructure deficit.
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Theme

Initiative and Department
Transportation and Public Works
•

•

•

•

•

Cultural

Water and Wastewater Long Range Financial Plan Forecast
This report, developed in 2009, is a tool to help the City meet the Provincial reporting requirements
included in O.Reg. 453/07 for water operations and rate increases. It also includes a long range sewer
forecast for operations and maintenance, capital, and backlog. Once the City has “defined service levels
and estimated associated resources, a revised plan will need to be submitted to Province and Council.”
Functioning Works Management System
Functioning Works Management System software is in place and the group has done a good job of
integrating with other software such as financial and HR systems. The City is seen as a model for study
by other municipalities. This system has the potential to roll out into other departments across the City.
IBM recognized Cambridge as the first “Smarter City” in Canada: “The City of Cambridge is using IBM
Maximo software implemented by partner Createch to help manage its intelligent infrastructure, facilities
and equipment for several key municipal services. These include operations and maintenance of water
mains, sewer systems, drainage networks, roads and sidewalks, and staff deployment for winter storms,
inflow monitoring, pipe inspection through closed-circuit television and traffic volume monitoring.”
(http://www.cambridge.ca/relatedDocs/2010-0908%20BACKGROUNDER_Smart%20City%20Technology%
20Aids%20Asset%20Management%20in%20Cambridge.pdf)
Functioning Geographical Information System
The inventory within this system fits in well with the detailed inventory for the Public Sector Accounting
Board (PSAB) process. Cambridge is viewed as one of the top five municipalities in Canada with such a
system. This platform was necessary to have in place before an inventory was completed. The GIS
system integrated with the Works Management System and is used to identify the locations and
conditions of: sanitary storm, sewers (detailed), roads (detailed), sidewalks (detailed), sound walls,
retaining walls, fencing, lighting and signage. The system is used to generate annual reports to help
Council understand the infrastructure challenge in the City.
Region of Waterloo and Area Municipalities Design Guidelines and Supplemental Specifications for
Municipal Services
This report, published in January 2010, outlines a series of consistent standards and guidelines for
design; material specifications; construction specifications; and standard drawings and forms. The intent
of the document is to provide a series of common design guidelines and contract specifications for
engineering consultants and construction contractors work within the municipalities that comprise the
Region of Waterloo and surrounding areas. The services relate to watermains; sanitary sewers; and
storm sewers.
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Theme

Initiative and Department
Transportation and Public Works

Cultural

Anti-Idling By-law (By-law 164-09)
This by-law, enacted in December 2009, designates City Hall (and associated properties) and school
yards as “Anti-Idling Zones.” Vehicles are not allowed to idle for more than 60 seconds in these zones.
The by-law lists exemptions and enforcement and regulation details. Enforcement of the by-law began in
December 2010 after a public consultation period.
•
The City’s hot mix asphalt program won the ‘Innovative Service Delivery Practices’ at the Better Practices
Competition (http://www.cambridge.ca/relatedDocs/2010-0224%20Innovative%20Service%20Delivery%20Award.pdf)
Ongoing Bikeways Initiatives:
•
The City’s website has been updated with bikeway maps; a hard copy pamphlet is available to promote
the website
•
Cambridge Cycling Focus Group is a subcommittee of the Trails Committee and provides staff with
advice, and commentary on the implementation of the Bikeway Master Plan and priorities.
•
The City collaborates with the Region of Waterloo on a number of bikeway initiatives including
integrating cycling with transit and signage
•
The bikeway network is being integrated within new communities through the secondary plan process
•
The on-road bikeway network is continually being upgraded
•
The City supports and encourages community biking events such as the Tour de Grand
2011 Capital Budget
•
Ongoing funding of capital & major maintenance programs for infrastructure
•
Annual Pavement Management Program
•
Ongoing involvement with active research on Benchmarking & Infrastructure repair technologies
•
Ten year capital funding strategy toward achieving sustainable levels of funding for Water and
Wastewater systems
•
Planned Transportation Master Plan in funding projections for 2012
•
Planned Sanitary Pumping Station & SCADA Control Upgrades Master Plan in funding projections for
2012
•
Planned Water System Capacity Assessment and Master Plan in funding projections for 2014
•
Easement Corridor Management Strategy in funding projections for 2015
•
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Theme

Initiative and Department
Transportation and Public Works

Cultural

Other Transportation and Public Works Sustainability Items
•
Ongoing condition inspections of underground municipal services for maximizing life cycle management
of facilities.
•
Biannual bridge inspection program for maximizing life cycle management of structures – hoping to have
this in place by Summer 2011
•
Ten year capital funding strategy toward achieving sustainable levels of funding for Water and
Wastewater systems (see above)
•
The Fire Underwriters Survey of Cambridge in 2010/11 identified strong sustainable waterworks
infrastructure that was part of their evaluation. Public Fire Protection Classification improved from 4 to 3
(applies to Commercial Lines insured buildings – all buildings not considered single family dwellings or
duplexes). This represents a 2-5% reduction per property owners fire insurance rates. In addition, the
Dwelling Protection Grade (DPG) was maintained at 1 (applies to Personal Lines insured buildings –
single family dwellings and duplexes). These ratings are very beneficial to the insurability and safety of
the overall community.
•
The Department has planned a Sanitary Pumping Station and SCADA Control Upgrades Master Plan in
funding projections for 2012. This plan will examine pressures, quantity, quality and leakage. It will
also tie into work on inflow and infiltration.
•
The City is engaged with Regional Master Planning initiatives and scheduling to understand resurfacing
vs. reconstruction for roadways.
•
Staff is involved in various committees that help to advance knowledge within the Corporation and
between and among other communities; examples include membership on Canadian Standards
Association (CSA) committee for CCTV guidelines.
•
Using new technology (non-oil-based) for street marking
•
Seeking new energy efficient technologies for use across the Corporation (for example, solar powered
pay and display parking machines)
•
Existing Automatic Vehicle Locator & Salt Management Program with anticipated upgrades in
2011/2012
•
Streetlight upgrading provisions and investigations of new technologies – LED, Induction Lighting
•
Initial mobile computing roll-out to field crews completed. A significant increase in access to
information about infrastructure as well as electronically collect information that feeds ongoing repairs
and capital needs assessments. Mobile computing provides progressive improvements in: productivity,
accountability, risk management, record keeping, and coordination. Phase II roll-out to begin 2011
and 2012 pending resolution of resources needed to support hardware and communications.
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Theme

Initiative and Department
Transportation and Public Works
•

Cultural

Fleet Management
The City is beginning to explore fleet management through the installation of GPS units to help City driver
identify efficient routes and evaluating vehicle type vs. task.

Economic

Environmental





Social

Theme

Initiative and Department
Community Services Department

Cultural

Economic

Environmental

•

GHG Inventory Report – Facilities, Management and Development
This report, developed in June 2010, presents an initial assessment of the carbon emissions (greenhouse
gases) associated with nine facilities within Cambridge’s building portfolio. The nine buildings produce
the CO2 equivalent of 280 homes (through us of electricity and natural gas). The next steps include
communicating the results, additional inventory work (fleet/vehicles) and moving towards emissions
reductions. The City has been a member of the Canada Green Building Council since 2008.





•

Energy Efficiency
Energy efficiency achievements have been seen in areas, through a geothermal installation at WG
Johnson, and at 9 city facilities utility costs have dropped by 50%. The evidence-based year will be
2011 with complete analysis by 2012.





•

Arenas Report
This report, published in 2009, outlines a series of energy saving opportunities for five arenas in
Cambridge. Suggestions to reduce costs and energy usage include installing desiccant dehumidification
systems, replacing domestic hot water boilers with high efficiency units, using energy efficient furnaces,
pre-heating flood water, etc.





•

Cambridge Trails Advisory Committee
The Committee carries on a continuous review of riverbank development within the City, including studies
and recommendations for development of riverbank trails and linkages, greenbelt development,
recommends clean-up of public owned lands along the riverbanks and recommends on land acquisitions,
disposition and leasing.
(http://www.cambridge.ca/city_clerk/advisory_boards_committees/environmental_issues)
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Theme

Initiative and Department
Community Services Department

Cultural

Economic

City Trails
Cambridge has approximately 70km of natural and urban trails throughout the city, 18km of these trails
travel along the historic Speed and Grand Rivers. A trail map and photos are available on-line
Cambridge Accessibility Advisory Committee
In accordance with the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005, the committee shall advise
Cambridge City Council, in each year, about the preparation, implementation, and effectiveness of its
accessibility plan.
(http://www.cambridge.ca/relatedDocs/Accessibility%20Adv.%20Comm%20%20Terms%20of%20Reference.pdf)



•

Youth Advisory Committee
The Youth Advisory Committee of Council (YACC) works in collaboration with the City of Cambridge
Community Services Department to act as a positive, influential, and energetic voice raising awareness
and organizing positive youth action within our community. In addition, YACC gives valuable input and
is a positive advocate for youth programs, will help determine the effectiveness of existing programs and
the establishment of new programs for youth, and help to actively seek input and involvement from youth,
while improving communication and access of information regarding what is available for youth in
Cambridge. This group also includes arts and cultural development as a key focus area.
(www.cambridge.ca/cs_pubaccess/download_minutes.php?doc_id=5141)



•

Cambridge Centre for the Arts
“The Cambridge Centre for the Arts (CCA) is a municipally operated community arts centre with a
mandate to provide quality arts programming through classes, workshops, an art gallery, special events
and an artist-in-residence program. The Centre is located in downtown Cambridge, Ontario, as part of
the Civic Square. The Arts Centre includes an Art Gallery, Gift Shop, Pottery Studio and five program
spaces: the Donaldson Room, Fabric Arts Studio, Multi-purpose Room, Summerhayes Studio and the
Toyota Auditorium. We offer an exciting selection of arts programs, taught by highly qualified and









•

•

Environmental

Social










enthusiastic arts educators, in a variety of disciplines, for adults and children. We also have drop-in
programs, workshops and special events.”
(http://www.cambridgecentreforthearts.ca/page.php?id=107)
•

The City supports 10 to 12 special events per year including the Mayor’s Celebration of the Arts and
Canada Day Celebrations. An accountability process has been included in the special events policy.
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Theme

Initiative and Department
Community Services Department

Cultural

Economic

The City and Library have many public art initiatives such as the piece of art in front of City Hall and
various art installations
Arts and Culture Advisory Committee – This group meets monthly to make recommendations and provide
advice to Cambridge City Council on matters pertaining to arts and cultural activities in the community.
This group recently expanded its membership to include a member of the business community.
Drayton Theatre – The City has committed $6 million to the construction and maintenance of the theatre
along with matching contributions from the Province and Federal Government.







Other Initiatives
•
Conservation Master Plan program – as part of the development of new City Hall (combined Corporate
Services and Community Services initiative)
•
The City owns and operates a number of other cultural and recreational facilities including: the Allan
Reuter Centre, David Durward Centre, and two indoor pools or outdoor pools

Multi-Purpose Sports and Entertainment Facility – A recent feasibility study will be included in the next
five year review of the Master Plan for Leisure Services and Facilities (to be completed by 2014)..









•
•

•
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Theme

Initiative and Department
Planning Services Department

Cultural

Economic

Environmental

Social

City of Cambridge Official Plan
•
The City of Cambridge Official Plan (OP) provides the land use policies to implement the community and
Council’s long-term vision of the City. The City is currently updating the Official Plan, originally adopted
in 1999, to ensure it “reflects, evolves, improves and realizes the City's full potential in all matters
related to planning for now and into the future.”
•
(http://www.cambridge.ca/officialplan)
Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee
•
“The Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee (M.H.A.C.) is a volunteer Committee appointed by
Cambridge Council to provide advice on built heritage resources, particularly relating to the Ontario
Heritage Act. … Since 1976, The M.H.A.C. has assisted Cambridge City Council and property owners
in designating, under the Ontario Heritage Act, over 100 properties, including the Main Street Heritage
Conservation District and the Blair Village Heritage Conservation District. Council also maintains a
Heritage Conservation Fund that provides matching grants to help property owners conserve and restore
designated properties. In addition, over 400 properties are on a Council-endorsed inventory of
properties worthy of consideration for designation. Additional properties are added to the inventory and
receive designation on an ongoing basis.”
(http://www.cambridge.ca/work/heritage_conservation/m_h_a_c_municipal_heritage_advisory_commi
ttee_formally_l_a_c_a_c)













Core Areas Revitalization Advisory Committee
•
“The Core Areas Revitalization Advisory Committee (CARAC) functions as an arm of City Council
devoted to the health of our community's three Core Areas: Galt City Centre, Preston Towne Centre, and
Hespeler Village. The Core Areas Revitalization Advisory Committee (CARAC) is an important part of the
successful implementation of the Cambridge Core Areas Revitalization Program. Since 1998, CARAC
has advised Council on issues, policies and programs affecting the revitalization of the City's three core
areas.
CARAC
also
provides
a
forum
for
discussing
issues
and
ideas.”
(http://www.cambridge.ca/planning_services/policy_planning/core_areas_revitalization_advisory_com
mittee_carac)
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Theme

Initiative and Department
Planning Services Department

Cultural

Environmental

Social

Cambridge Environmental Advisory Committee
•
“The Committee advises Council of ways to protect, maintain and enhance the natural environment in
harmony with the built environment. The Committee works in concert with the Regional Environmental and
Ecological Advisory Committee but does not duplicate their role and function.”
(http://www.cambridge.ca/work/environmental/cambridge_environmental_advisory_committee_ceac)
•
City Green and Cambridge WATERS subcommittees (e.g. 5,000 native plants planted at sites throughout
the city, annual event concentrating on sustainability issues, water education and conservation projects,
etc.)
City Green
•
“City Green is a sub-committee of the Cambridge Environmental Advisory Committee (CEAC). Its
members are community volunteers. The objective of the Cambridge City Green is to encourage and
coordinate individual and collective action in support of the environment, by promoting lifestyle changes
and participation in community-based projects.” (http://www.cambridge.ca/article.php?ssid=41)
•
A major initiative of City Green is Cambridge Stewardship. Under this program, over 5000 street trees
have been planted by volunteers. The costs of the program are shared 1/5 by the City and the
remainder is fundraised from the community.
•
Yellow Fish Road Storm Drain Marking Program: “In partnership with Trout Unlimited Canada, City
Green Strategy has been providing this program to residents in Cambridge for more than ten years. …
As part of this program, volunteers paint yellow fish symbols next to storm drains and distribute fishshaped brochures to nearby households. The brochures explain to residents the threats posed by toxic
materials emptied into storm drains ending up in nearby waterways.”
(http://www.cambridge.ca/article.php?ssid=41)









Cambridge WATERS:
•
Cambridge Water Awareness Through Education and Resource Stewardship focuses on “education,
surface and groundwater protection, and awareness building activities. Cambridge WATERS is a
subcommittee of the Cambridge Environmental Advisory Committee (CEAC). Cambridge WATERS
Committee is composed of volunteers within business, agriculture, education, government, and citizen
organization/interest groups.”
(http://www.cambridge.ca/planning_services/policy_planning/cambridge_waters)
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Theme

Initiative and Department
Planning Services Department
Heritage Master Plan Ongoing Initiatives:
•
Provide tax incentives to private property owners
•
Produce and update self-guided tours (Heritage Cambridge and Chamber of Commerce)
•
Share information and act as a clearing house
•
Foster partnerships, including those with non-profits
•
Adopt a designation process in Ontario Heritage Toolkit
•
Require a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) for planning applications; Heritage Planner to determine if
HIA required; and prepare adjacent properties policy for HIA
•
Provide fee for service products, including research
•
Provide project-based capital
•
Create community foundation
•
Provide financial support for existing heritage events
•
Establish an endowment fund
•
Seek outside sources of funding
•
Define heritage in clear terms (tied to approval of Official Plan)
•
Make heritage issues relevant to everyday life
Brownfield Tax Increment Grant (TIG) Program
The Tax Increment Grant (TIG) program assists property owners with the financial costs to clean up
environmentally contaminated properties in the City of Cambridge. The TIG grant is calculated based on the
difference in taxes between the pre-remediated site and the redeveloped site. Property owners who remediate a
contaminated site may be eligible to recover up to 100% of their clean-up costs through the TIG program.
Other Initiatives
•
Various Master Environmental Servicing Plans in support of development
•
Participation in the Power Pledge Challenge on the anniversary of the 2003 blackout
•
Partnerships with the Region of Waterloo on xeriscaping
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Initiative and Department
Various Departments/Other – Fire, Legal, Office of the CAO, etc.

Theme
Social

Community Emergency Management •
The City of Cambridge Emergency Response Plan was revised in May 2010. The purpose of this plan, is
to facilitate the effective co-ordination of human and physical resources, services and activities during an
emergency necessary to:
a) Protect and preserve life and property;
b) Minimize and/or mitigate the effects of the emergency on the residents and physical infrastructure of
the City of Cambridge and;
c) Quickly and efficiently enable the recovery and restoration of normal services (page 1).
The all hazards plan is intended to be used during such emergencies as floods, tornadoes, blizzards,
epidemics, transportation accidents involving hazardous materials, air or rail crashes, toxic or
flammable gas leaks, electric power blackouts, building or structural collapse, large scale
uncontrollable fires, explosions, a breakdown in flow of essential services/supplies, or
any combination thereof (page 1)



Boxwood Business Park: Principles and Guidelines Workshop
•
In February 2009 the City hosted a workshop to explore the development of Sustainable and Ecological
Principles and Guidelines that could be incorporated into the development of the Boxwood Industrial
Subdivision, and potentially inform future developments within the City. The workshop focused on three
areas (1. Site and Mobility; 2. Water and Waste; and 3. Energy and Buildings) and seven priorities
emerged:
1. Environmental Design (site, buildings, and mobility)
2. Financial incentives
3. Integration of renewable energy
4. Infiltration targets for water
5. Increased density (reduce footprint)
6. Increased multi-modal options (Transportation Demand Management measures)
7. Site accessibility
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Initiative and Department
Various Departments/Other – Fire, Legal, Office of the CAO, etc.
Branding Initiative – Office of the CAO
•
Raw data were provided from the results of a survey associated with the City’s branding exercise. The

Theme
Social

Cultural

Environmental

Economic



























City has adopted a new logo and slogan:
The City has recently launched a Facebook page and a contest to spot the old logo. According to the
visual identity report released in February 2011 “Cambridge is a convergence of the old and new, of
communities, and of people. Cambridge is a place that for all its history, is still very much undiscovered”
(http://www.cambridge.ca/relatedDocs/Final%20Visual%20Identity%20Report.pdf).
•

•

•

•

The City of Cambridge participated in the Provincial ‘Power Pledge’: “CNDHI [Cambridge and North
Dumfries Hydro Inc.] and the City of Cambridge are working together and challenging residents to go
online and take the Power Pledge to make small – and cost saving – adjustments in the way they use
energy, such as reducing phantom power use” (http://www.cambridge.ca/relatedDocs/2010-0727%20Power%20Pledge%20encourages%20community%20to%20get%20involved.pdf)
The City of Cambridge participates in Earth Hour: The City of Cambridge participates in “the global
Earth Hour event and will contribute to the overall goal to save energy and raise awareness of energy
savings measures. …City buildings will reduce non-essential energy consumption as a measure to
contribute
to
overall
power
savings.”
(http://www.cambridge.ca/relatedDocs/2010-0317%20Cambridge%20Celebrates%20Earth%20Hour%20and%20Regional%20Partners.pdf)
The City of Cambridge has shown leadership in sustainability by developing the first city hall in Canada
with Gold Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED®) certification. The living wall, green
roof, low-maintenance landscaping and water conservation are all items that save money and
demonstrate a commitment to sustainability. The building is “expected to achieve annual energy cost
savings of about 42% relative to a baseline building defined by the Model National Energy Code for
Building” (http://www.cambridge.ca/relatedDocs/2009_07_13%20Goldcertificationfactsheet.pdf).
Cambridge Galleries Five Year Plan (2010 - 2014)
The mission of the galley is to: “To engage the community in a varied program of exhibitions of art,
architecture and design from regional, provincial, national and international sources. To
encourage
artists in their development; and to provide access to and foster an appreciation for the visual arts in the
community through exhibitions and related programs, publications and studio activities. To acquire,
conserve, interpret and exhibit our permanent collection of contemporary Canadian fibre art.” The
primary goal, over the next five years, will be public engagement.
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Initiative and Department
Various Departments/Other – Fire, Legal, Office of the CAO, etc.

Theme
Social

Cultural

Environmental

Economic

Business Continuity Planning
The City of Cambridge supports an initiative to help small businesses develop business continuity plans.
“Offered by the Canadian Centre for Emergency Preparedness (CCEP), the ‘Be Ready Now’ application
is available at www.ccep.ca through this non-profit organization dedicated to fostering the development
of a disaster resilient Canada by preparing small business, non-profit organizations, and the Disaster
Management professional” http://www.ccep.ca/



Cambridge Libraries and Galleries
•
Cambridge Libraries has offered services to 35-40% of the local population within last 2 years. The age
groups served range from 6 months old to the elderly.
•
There are over 40 programs offered for children under 4; these range from programs for the arts to
introducing the joy of reading and establishing comfort with the library.
•
The Libraries have arranged for free Regional transit for school children coming to library on field trips.
Economic Development
Ongoing Economic Development initiatives include:
•
Assembling land for future industrial development including private/public partnerships
•
Assisting with promotion and marketing of redevelopment Brownfield site(s)
•
Conducting an annual Corporate Visitation Program
•
Design/construction/and marketing of the Boxwood Business Subdivision
•
Investigating a plan to encourage green building construction in the Boxwood subdivision
•
Developing a marketing plan/strategy and following up on leads generated from the advanced
manufacturing value chain/gap analysis study.
•
Developing a brochure highlighting local companies’ expertise in green energy
•
Hosting Solar Industry Networking Group (SING) events, bringing together members of the business
community involved and/or interested in solar power
•
Liaison with the Economic Development Advisory Committee:
•
Advises City Council on economic development strategy and policies to sustain the vitality of the
City’s economic base.
•
Provides a forum for discussion and co-ordination of economic development initiatives and
programs with other community groups and agencies.
•
Resources will be required to assist with the regulatory requirements under the Accessibility for Ontarians
with Disabilities Act (AODA). The need for inclusion services (to accommodate all residents within the
City’s programs) and the physical retrofits required are not outlined in Master Plans or any other existing
documentation.





















•
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Initiative and Department
Various Departments/Other – Fire, Legal, Office of the CAO, etc.
Other sustainability-related initiatives across the corporation include:
•
Strong culture of health and safety across the corporation
•
Leaf pick-up; leaf recycling and drop-off to farmers
•
Ongoing Service Review
•
Municipal Performance Measures Program (MPMP) – 2009
•
Annual Grand River Watershed Heritage Day Workshop and Celebration
•
Cambridge Tourism Committee
•
Cambridge Farmers' Market Advisory Committee
•
Staff involvement in various technical Provincial / Federal committees for the advancement of
technologies such as: TAC; MEA; PEO; AWWA/OPWA
•
Stakeholder in Regional Master Plans that affect City assets and community quality of life
•
Fire Department has normally established emergency response service levels, various public fire and life
safety initiatives, and fire prevention inspection programs in place. Other sustainability initiatives
underway at the Fire Department include:
o Participation in and recent upgrading of the Public Fire Protection Classification and Dwelling
Protection Grade System as facilitated by Fire Underwriters Survey for the City’s community fire
response capability
o New e-filing system
o Paper usage reduction initiatives such as default double-siding on printers and copiers and
issuing email addresses for all staff
o Using water jugs to reduce water bottle usage
o Installing motion-sensitive lighting
•
Annual report on Policing information is published in Cambridge
•
The City supports many youth-oriented events such as the Bowl for Kids Sake Fundraiser
•
Cultural diversity program to mobilize the skills and capacities of our diverse community by providing
opportunities and resources to create an inclusive, respectful and engaged Cambridge
•
Use of iCompass software to eventually provide a paperless system for report preparation
o Press release noted that “The City of Cambridge recently implemented a technological agenda
solution that allows the corporation to move toward full implementation of a paperless agenda”
(http://www.cambridge.ca/relatedDocs/2010%20Cambridge%20and%20iCompass.pdf ,
October 2010).
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APPENDIX B: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE CITY OF CAMBRIDGE

HISTORY
The City was formed in 1973 through the amalgamation of the City of Galt, the Towns of
Hespeler and Preston, the Hamlet of Blair, and parts of the Township of Waterloo and
Township of North Dumfries (Cambridge, 2008). While Cambridge is one city, it retains
the heritage of its founding areas in three downtown cores; Galt City Centre, Preston
Towne Centre, and Hespeler Village District.
The City of Galt was founded in 1816. The Town of Preston was founded in 1806 as a
sawmill built on the banks of Speed River. The Town of Hespeler was founded in 1859 as
an industrial community with many woolen and textile mills (Cambridge, 2008). Due to
the age of the founding areas from which the City of Cambridge was created, all three
downtown cores of the City are characterized by distinctive and beautiful 19th century
architecture (Cambridge, 2008). In 2008, the City of Cambridge created a Heritage
Master Plan to identify, value, and protect its heritage buildings (The City of Cambridge,
2008).

Looking over Main Street Bridge| Former City Hall in Hespeler
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DEMOGRAPHICS
The population of the City of Cambridge was measured as 120,371 people and 44,589
dwellings during the 2006 census (Statistics Canada, 2007). The population was
estimated as 130,000 people and 45,745 dwellings in 2010, and is projected to reach
180,000 people by 2031 (The City of Cambridge, Economic Development, 2010). In
2006, the population consisted of 59,055 males and 61,320 females, with an average
age of 36.4 years (Statistics Canada, 2007). Figure 6 illustrates the age distribution of
the population.

Figure 6. The age distribution of the population of Cambridge, Ontario resulting from the 2006
Census (Statistics Canada, 2007).

The 2006 census found that 78% of the population of Cambridge (93,895 people) were
classified as non-immigrants. Of the 25,225 (21%) people who were immigrants: 18,355
immigrated before 1991, 3,930 immigrated between 1991 and 2000, and 2,930
people immigrated between 2000 and 2006. In addition, 1,275 citizens of Cambridge
reported having official aboriginal status in 2006 (Statistics Canada, 2007). The census
found that the vast majority of the population of Cambridge speaks English only
(105,470 people, or 87.6%), while part of the population is bilingual (140 people, or
0.1%) and a proportion speak French only (670 people, or 0.6%). There is a sizeable
proportion of the population that does not speak either of Canada’s official languages
(11,335 people, or 9.5%) (Statistics Canada, 2007).
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Industrial Park in Cambridge

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The City of Cambridge has a labour force of approximately 67,225 people, and the
surrounding Region has a workforce of 269,265 people. This includes both skilled and
unskilled labourers; more than a quarter of these labourers are employed in the
manufacturing sector (The City of Cambridge, Economic Development, 2010). In 2007,
an Economic Analysis Update determined the distribution of industry groups in the City of
Cambridge and compared this distribution to those of the Region of Waterloo and
Ontario. It was found that while Cambridge has a diverse distribution of industries, there
is a greater focus on manufacturing, transportation and communication than the rest of
the Region and Province (The City of Cambridge, Economic Development, 2007). The
results of this analysis are illustrated in Figure 7. The City is a rapid growth centre along
the Highway 401 Corridor within Canada’s Technology Triangle; referred to by this
name due to its large number of science and technology companies (The City of
Cambridge, Economic Development, 2010).
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In 2010 the City had 7,286 businesses, 537 of which were in the manufacturing sector.
These businesses include Toyota Motor Manufacturing Canada’s 278,000 square metre
facility, which employs 4,500 people to produce more than 300,000 vehicles annually
(The City of Cambridge, Economic Development, 2010).
Figure 7. Economic analysis showing the distribution of industry groups within the City of
Cambridge, as compared to the Region of Waterloo and Province of Ontario (Source: Statistics
Canada, December 2010)

Note:
Primary includes the following sectors: Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting, Mining and Oil and Gas Extraction
Trans/Comm includes: Transportation and Warehousing, Information and Culture Industries
F.I.R.E. refers to Finance, Insurance and Real Estate Industries
Public Admin refers to Government Service Industries, Educational Service Industries, Healthcare and Social Assistance, Utilities.
Trade refer to Wholesale and Retail Trade
Other includes: Professional, Scientific and Technical Services, Management of Companies and Enterprises, Administrative and
Support, Waste Management and Remediation Services, Arts, Entertainment and Recreation, Accommodation and Food Services,
Other Services
*Regional Municipality of Waterloo data excluded from Ontario data and City of Cambridge data excluded from Regional
Municipality of Waterloo data.
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ENVIRONMENT
The City of Cambridge is a community that has embraced the environment. This is evident
through more than 50 parks and its approximately 70 kilometres of recreational trails,
over half of which are along the banks of Speed River and the Grand River. Showing its
commitment to sustainable forms of alternative transportation, the City has more than 140
kilometres of cycling lanes on its streets (The City of Cambridge, 2010). The City is also
home to the Cambridge Farmers’ Market, which has been operating since 1830 and is
the third oldest farmers’ market in Canada. The Cambridge Farmers’ Market is a source
of sustainable produce grown within 100 kilometres of the City (The City of Cambridge,
2011a – Appendix E). In 2008, the Corporation of the City of Cambridge built a new
City Hall which received LEED® Gold Certification. The City Hall features a green roof,
living wall, and a multitude of water and energy efficiency features making it a flagship
for sustainable building design within the city (The Corporation of the City of Cambridge,
2008).

CITY ASSETS AND INFRASTRUCTURE
The City owns approximately 200 properties that range from cemeteries, trails, parks and
open spaces to administrative buildings, community centres and swimming pools. These
properties include 80 building structures, approximately 70 km of trails and 365 hectares
of parkland. The aim is to manage these properties in an efficient, sustainable and
responsible manner.
The City provides the following services for its facilities:
• Asset management and administration, maintenance of properties and capital
repairs
• Project and building construction
• Project design, development and management
• Planning for new developments and capital investments
• Long-term facility planning
• Safety assurance for public use of major facilities and properties
• Concept to completion of capital/conservation projects
• Mitigation of risk
• Review and approval of land and building leases, subdivisions, and development
applications
• Analysis of property issues
• Energy consultation
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The City has recently implemented an award-winning
asset management system for infrastructure. The system
has revealed that the repairs and upgrades that are
needed to bring the City to an acceptable
standard/level of service will require additional funds
being provided through the City’s capital budget over
the next 10 years or so for items such as: roads;
bridges; stormwater management; lighting; sidewalks;
walkways, retaining walls and signage. Funding for these capital works are being
assessed through a service review being completed by the City.
There is a current backlog of infrastructure renewal that will have an impact on the City’s
budget. This type of backlog and funding challenge is not unique to Cambridge; since
many other Ontario municipalities are facing infrastructure challenges.
As the City moves forward with the implementation of the Master Plans/Strategic Plans
and other initiatives, sustainability will be of paramount importance; not only for the City’s
fiscal viability, but also for the health and safety of the community.
The City is a steward for over $1.6 billion in infrastructure comprising the City’s 500
kilometre road network, 480 kilometres of water distribution system, 380 kilometres of
storm water drainage, and 420 kilometres of sanitary sewage collection networks.
Through Asset Management activities, an infrastructure backlog of over $74 million that
has accumulated is being addressed through a Sustainability Financial Plan funded from
water and sewer rates that will resolve this backlog over the next 15 years. The City is
well underway of achieving sustainability in water and sewer infrastructure, and through
this plan, working through a process to resolve the unfunded capital needs identified
within the next 10 years.
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APPENDIX C: ADDITIONAL SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES FOR CONSIDERATION

A number of sustainability initiatives have been suggested throughout the planning
process that do not necessarily relate directly to the implementation of an ongoing Master
Plan or Strategic Plan.
These ideas have been captured for the City’s future
consideration:
Proposed Action for Future Consideration
Proposed Action 1. To embed a formal succession planning program for
senior City staff within the corporate culture.
Proposed Action 2. Develop and implement a sustainability champions
program to celebrate staff success during the
implementation of the CSP
Proposed Action 3. To develop and implement a sustainable purchasing
procurement by-law; this by-law would ensure that
factors other than lowest cost bid are considered
(including operational, maintenance and life cycle
costs)
Proposed Action 4. To explore public, private and non-profit grants and
funding opportunities
Proposed Action 5. To work with the Region and other area
municipalities to develop a consolidated response to
climate change by developing and committing to an
aggressive mitigation and adaptation plan
Proposed Action 6. To develop a consolidated energy management
policy for the City of Cambridge: this could examine
a staged implementation of conservation demand
measures as well as a strategy for the generation of
alternative/renewable energy
Proposed Action 7. To explore the development of a green building
policy that ensures that the City of Cambridge’s own
facilities are built to a minimum environmental
standard of the City’s choosing (more aggressive
than the 2012 Ontario Building Code), based on
additional research and assessment
Proposed Action 8. To explicitly embed sustainability principles into the
Official Plan update and all other future Master and
Strategic Plans
Proposed Action 9. To assess and then embed the accessibility principles
in the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act
(AODA) into the City’s operations
Proposed Action 10. To assess and develop a series of service level
standards for recreation programs and community
services
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Proposed Action for Future Consideration
Proposed Action 11. To re-develop the City’s Policies and Procedures
manual
Proposed Action 12. To consider the development of a Fire Master Plan to
help anticipate upcoming needs and costs
Proposed Action 13. To develop and execute a staff education and
awareness program related to the Corporate
Sustainability Plan and sustainability in municipal
operations generally
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY REPORT CARD AND CHARTERS
Sample Corporate Sustainability Report Card – Performance-Based for Current Sustainability
Initiatives
Date:

Corporate Sustainability Plan

July 26, 2011

Indicator:

Number of kilometres of trails in Cambridge

Master Plan:
Sustainability Goal:

Trails Master Plan
• Social: A welcoming, inclusive and diverse City that supports
local community development, strong social connections and
support systems for staff and the community
• Environment: A responsible City that reduces waste and
energy use and takes action to encourage healthy ecosystems
To increase the kilometres of trails in Cambridge

Target:
Performance by Year:
Grade*:
Level of Effort**:
Explanatory Notes:

Proposed Next Steps:

2011
2012
2013
2014
70 km
Not applicable
A
[Responsible staff to complete] In 2011, City staff actively pursued the
actions listed in the Trails Master Plan, including extending the Mill
Run Trail, Moffat Creek Trail
[Responsible staff to complete] Continue to work on large scale,
connecting projects (for example, Shade’s Mills Trail, the Mattamy
subdivision and the Speed River bridge) that require extensive
planning and financial resources.

* Grades would be established in year two based on the performance. Examples of grades could be
A:
Exceeded last year’s performance before by a large margin (+/- depending on the indicator)
B:
Exceeded last year’s performance (+/- depending on the indicator)
C:
Maintained last year’s standard (+/- depending on the indicator)
D:
Fell below last year’s standard (+/- depending on the indicator)
** Level of effort would be related to the action taken to help achieve the target:
A:
Extreme efforts were made for improvement
B:
Above average effort
C:
Status quo
D:
Little to no progress
Note that grades and level of effort might vary
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Examples of report cards from other jurisdictions include:
•

City of Toronto Status Report 2003:
http://www.toronto.ca/council/pdf/status_report_tie_aug03.pdf

•

Santa Monica Sustainable City Report Card:
http://www.smgov.net/uploadedFiles/Departments/OSE/Categories/Sustainabili
ty/Sustainable_City_Report_Card_2010.pdf

Examples of municipalities that have developed their own indicators include:
•

http://www.sustainabilityindicators.org/resources/WhoWorkingOnIndicators.htm
l#Localcommunities

In addition, the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) has developed Sustainability Reporting
Guidelines that may be transferable to a municipal setting:
•

http://www.globalreporting.org/ReportingFramework/ReportingFrameworkDownl
oads/

SAMPLE SUSTAINABILITY CHARTERS AND PLEDGES

•

•

•

•

University of Saskatchewan
o Sustainability Pledge
http://facilities.usask.ca/sustainability/whatissustainability/whatissustainab
ilitypledge.php
Coalition for a Liveable Sudbury, Ontario, Canada:
o Sustainability Pledge (signed by Council candidates)
http://www.lu-ltspp.ca/townhall/SustainableCommunityPledge.pdf
Fraser Basin, British Columbia
o Council's Charter for Sustainability
http://www.fraserbasin.bc.ca/about_us/documents/FBCcharter.pdf
Willoughby City Council, Australia:
o Council Sustainability Charter
http://www.willoughby.nsw.gov.au/downloaddocument.ashx?DocumentID
=2601
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